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Abstract
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let M be a unitary R−module. A
proper submodule N of M is compactly packed if for each family {Pα}α∈4 of prime
submodules of M with N ⊆
⋃
α∈4 Pα, N ⊆ Pβ for some β ∈ 4. A module M is
called compactly packed if every proper submodule of M is compactly packed. This
concept was introduced in 1998 by Al-Ani (see [1]).
The concept of compactly packed modules was generalized in 2005 to The concept
of primary compactly packed modules by Ashour. Also she introduced the Primary
Avoidance Theorem for modules (see [5]).
In this thesis we recall the concept of primal submodules which is a generalization
of the concepts of primary submodules. And we generalize the concept of primary
compactly packed modules to the concept of primal compactly packed modules.
We also generalize the Primary Avoidance Theorem for modules that was proved
in [5] to the Primal Avoidance Theorem for modules.
In addition to proving several results concerning primal submodules over boolean
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Let R be a commutative ring with identity and M be a unitary R−module. A
proper submodule N of M is said to be a prime submodule (resp. a primary sub-
module) if rm ∈ N for r ∈ R and m ∈ M implies that either m ∈ N or rM ⊆ N
(resp. or rnM ⊆ N for some positive integer n).
A proper submodule N of M is said to be primal if the set adj(N) = {r ∈ R | rm ∈
N for some m ∈M −N} forms an ideal of R.
It is know that every prime submodule is primary, and every primary submodule is
primal.
Many studies were done on concepts related to prime submodules, one of these im-
portant concepts is the concept of compactly packed modules. A proper submodule
N of M is compactly packed if for each family {Pα}α∈4 of prime submodules of
M with N ⊆
⋃
α∈4 Pα, N ⊆ Pβ for some β ∈ 4. A module M is called compactly
packed if every proper submodule of M is compactly packed. This concept was in-
troduced in 1998 (see [1]) and generalized to the concept of the primary compactly
packed modules in 2005 (see [5]).
This thesis is concerned with the properties of primal submodules, and studies some
concepts related to primal submodules, which are considered as a generalization to
the concepts related to prime and primary submodules.
A proper submodule N of an R−module M is said to be primal compactly
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packed if for each family {Pα}α∈4 of primal submodules of M with N ⊆
⋃
α∈4 Pα,
N ⊆ Pβ for some β ∈ 4. A module M is called primal compactly packed if every
proper submodule of M is primal compactly packed.
We prove that a module is primal compactly packed if and only if every proper
submodule is cyclic (Corollary 3.3.5).
We also generalize the Primary Avoidance Theorem for modules to the Primal
Avoidance Theorem for modules as follows: Let M be an R-module, L1, L2, ..., Lk
a finite number of submodules of M and L a submodule of M such that L ⊆
L1 ∪ L2 ∪ ... ∪ Lk. Assume that at most two of the Li,s are not primal, and that
(Li : M) * adj(Lj) whenever i 6= j, Then L ⊆ Lm for some m ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}
(Theorem 3.2.5).
The thesis consists of three chapters. In chapter one we recall the definitions
of prime, primary, and primal submodules illustrated by some examples. We also
recall some basic definitions and results that we need in our work, and find the
relation between some kinds of submodules and primal submodules. At the end of
this chapter we show that over Boolean rings the concepts of prime, primary and
primal submodules are the same.
In the second chapter of this thesis, we look at the Prime Avoidance Theorem for
modules and study its generalization to the Primary Avoidance Theorem for mod-
ules. We also recall the concepts of compactly packed modules and its generalization
to the concept of primary compactly packed modules. Also, in this chapter we recall
various results concerning S−closed subset of modules.
Finally, in chapter three we introduce and prove the Primal Avoidance Theorem for
modules. Also we introduce the concept of primal compactly packed modules and
study various important properties of this concept.
We assume throughout this thesis that all rings will be commutative with identity




In this chapter we recall some basic definitions and results that we need throughout
our thesis.
1.1 Preliminaries
The following definitions and results are known and were introduced in [16, 18, 25].
Definition 1.1.1. A ring is a nonempty set R together with two binary operations,
addition (denoted by a + b) and multiplication (denoted by ab), such that for all
a, b, c in R:
1. a+ b = b+ a.
2. (a+ b) + c = a+ (b+ c).
3. There is an additive identity 0. That is, there is an element 0 in R such that
a+ 0 = a for all a in R.
4. There is an element −a in R such that a+ (−a) = 0.
5. (ab)c = a(bc).
6. a(b+ c) = ab+ ac and (a+ b)c = ac+ bc.
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If in addition: ab = ba for all a, b ∈ R, then R is said to be a commutative ring.
If R contains an element 1 such that 1a = a1 = a for all a ∈ R, then R is said to
be a ring with identity (or sometimes: a ring with unity).
Definition 1.1.2. A subset S of a ring R is a subring of R if S is itself a ring
with the operations of R.
Definition 1.1.3. A subring I of a ring R is called an ideal of R if for every r ∈ R
and every a ∈ I both ra and ar are in I.
Since we assumed all rings are commutative with identity, we can conclude the
following proposition:
Proposition 1.1.4. A nonempty subset I of a ring R is an ideal of R if
(i) a+ b ∈ I whenever a, b ∈ I, and
(ii) ra ∈ I whenever a ∈ I and r ∈ R.
Example 1.1.5. Let R be a ring and let a1, a2, . . . , an ∈ R. Then I = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 =
{r1a1 + r2a2 + · · · + rnan | ri ∈ R} is an ideal of R called the ideal generated by
a1, a2, . . . , an. The ideal 〈a1〉 is called the principal ideal generated by a1.
Definition 1.1.6. A principal ideal ring is a ring in which every ideal is principal.
Definition 1.1.7. A proper ideal P of a ring R is a prime ideal if for any a, b ∈ R,
ab ∈ P implies that either a ∈ P or b ∈ P .
Example 1.1.8. Let p be a prime number. Then, in the ring of integers Z, the
ideal pZ is prime.
If A and B are ideals of a ring R, the product of A and B is the ideal AB =
{a1b1 + a2b2 + · · ·+ anbn | ai ∈ A, bi ∈ B, n a positive integer}
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Proposition 1.1.9. A proper ideal P of a ring R is prime if and only if for any
ideals A,B in R, AB ⊆ P implies A ⊆ P or B ⊆ P .
Corollary 1.1.10. Let P be a prime ideal of a ring R and suppose that A,B are
ideals in R. If A ∩B ⊆ P , then either A ⊆ P or B ⊆ P .
Proof. Use the fact AB ⊆ A ∩B, and apply the previous proposition.







P, where the intersection runs over all prime ideals of R containing
I.
Proposition 1.1.12. If I is an ideal in a ring R, then
√
I = {r ∈ R | rn ∈ I, for some integer n > 0}.
Example 1.1.13. Let X be a set and R be the ring (P (X),4,∩), where P (X) is
the power set of X and the operation 4 is defined by A4B = (A− B) ∪ (B − A).
Since for every r ∈ R and every positive integer n, rn = r, then
√
I = I for every
ideal I of R.
Definition 1.1.14. A proper ideal Q of a ring R is a primary ideal if for any
a, b ∈ R, ab ∈ Q and a /∈ Q implies that bn ∈ Q for some positive integer n.
It is clear directly from the definitions that every prime ideal is primary, but the
following example shows that the converse is false.
Example 1.1.15. In the ring of integers Z, the ideal 4Z is primary but it is not
prime.
Proposition 1.1.16. If Q is a primary ideal in a ring R. Then
√
Q is a prime
ideal.
5





is proper ideal in R. Let ab ∈
√
Q and a /∈
√
Q, then (ab)n ∈ Q for some positive
integer n, and hence anbn ∈ Q. Since a /∈
√
Q, an /∈ Q. Since Q is primary, there is




Q is a prime
ideal.
Definition 1.1.17. Let R be a ring. A (left) R−module is an additive abelian
group M together with a function R×M →M (the image of (r,m) being denoted
by rm) such that for all r, s ∈ R and m,m1,m2 ∈M :
(i) r(m1 +m2) = rm1 + rm2.
(ii) (r + s)m = rm+ sm.
(iii) r(sm) = (rs)m.
If in addition 1m = m for all m ∈ M (1 is the identity element of R), then M is
said to be a unitary R−module.
A right R−module is defined similarly via a function M × R → M denoted
(m, r) 7→ mr and satisfying the obvious analogues of (i)− (iii).
Since we only deal with a commutative rings in this thesis, then every left R−module
M can be given the structure of a right R−module by defining mr = rm for
r ∈ R,m ∈ M (commutativity is needed for (iii)). From now on, every module M
is assumed to be both a left and a right module with mr = rm for r ∈ R,m ∈M .
Definition 1.1.18. Let R be a ring, M an R−module and N a nonempty subset
of M . N is a submodule of M provided that N is an additive subgroup of M and
rm ∈ N for all r ∈ R and m ∈ N .
Remark 1.1.19. For any ring R, we can consider R as an R−module, and the ideals
in the ring R as submodules of the module R.
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Example 1.1.20. Let R be a ring, M an R−module and m ∈M , then
Rm = {rm| r ∈ R}
is a submodule of M called the cyclic submodule generated by m.
Example 1.1.21. Let M be an R−module, I an ideal of R and N a submodule of
M . Then IN = {r1m1 +r2m2 + · · ·+rnmn | ri ∈ I, mi ∈ N, n a positive integer}
is a submodule of M .
The sum of two submodules L and N of an R−module M , denoted by L + N ,
is defined by
L+N = {x+ y | x ∈ L and y ∈ N}
It is easily seen that L+N is a submodule of M .
If N1, N2, · · · , Nk are submodules of M , then
N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nk = {x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xk | xi ∈ Ni for each i}
is a submodule of M .
Definition 1.1.22. An R−module M is said to be finitely generated if there is
a finite subset {x1, · · · , xn} of M such that M = Rx1 + · · ·+Rxn. In this case M
is called generated by x1, · · · , xn.
Definition 1.1.23. An R−module M is said to satisfy the ascending chain
condition (ACC) on submodules (or to be Noetherian) if for every chain
N1 ⊆ N2 ⊆ N3 ⊆ ... of submodules of M , there is an integer n such that Ni = Nn
for all i ≥ n.
Definition 1.1.24. An R−module M is said to satisfy the descending chain
condition (DCC) on submodules (or to be Artinian) if for every chain N1 ⊇
N2 ⊇ N3 ⊇ ... of submodules of M , there is an integer n such that Ni = Nn for all
i ≥ n.
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Definition 1.1.25. A ring R is Noetherian (resp. Artinian) if it is a Noetherian
(resp. Artinian) R−module.
Definition 1.1.26. An R−module M is said to satisfy the maximal condition
on submodules if every nonempty set of submodules of M contains a maximal
element (with respect to set theoretic inclusion).
Definition 1.1.27. An R−module M is said to satisfy the minimal condition
on submodules if every nonempty set of submodules of M contains a minimal
element (with respect to set theoretic inclusion).
Theorem 1.1.28. Let M be an R−module, then the following statements are equiv-
alent:
(i) M satisfies the (ACC) on submodules.
(ii) M satisfies the maximal condition on submodules.
(iii) Every submodule of M (including M itself) is finitely generated.
Proof. (i) → (ii) Assume that M satisfies the (ACC) on submodules and let Ω be
a nonempty set of submodules of M , then Ω must contain a maximal element. For
assume the contrary. Choose N1 ∈ Ω. Then, since N1 is not maximal in Ω, we
can find N2 ∈ Ω such that N1 $ N2. But N2 is not maximal in Ω; consequently
there exists N3 ∈ Ω such that N2 $ N3; and so on. In this way a strictly increasing
sequence N1 $ N2 $ N3 $ ... is generated contrary to the assumption that M
satisfies the (ACC) on submodules.
(ii) → (iii) Let N be a submodule of M. Let Γ be the set of all finitely generated
submodules of N . Then Γ is nonempty since {0} ∈ Γ. Therefore Γ has a maximal
element L. If L 6= N, choose x ∈ N with x /∈ L. Then L $ L + Rx ⊆ N , which
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contradicts our choice of L since L + Rx is finitely generated and L is a maximal
element in Γ. Therefore L = N. Hence N is finitely generated.
(iii) → (i) Given a chain of submodules of M : N1 ⊆ N2 ⊆ N3 ⊆ ..., then it is
easy to verify that
⋃∞
i=1Ni is submodule of M and therefore finitely generated, say
by x1, x2, · · · , xk. Since each xi is an element of some Nj there is an index n such
that xi ∈ Nn for i = 1, 2, · · · , k. Consequently,
⋃∞
i=1Ni ⊆ Nn, whence Ni = Nn for
i ≥ n.
Similarly one can prove the following result.
Theorem 1.1.29. Let M be an R−module, then the following two statements are
equivalent:
(i) M satisfies the (DCC) on submodules.
(ii) M satisfies the minimal condition on submodules.
In the rest of this section we recall Zorn’s Lemma, in order to state Zorn’s
Lemma we must introduce some additional concepts.
Definition 1.1.30. A partially ordered set is a nonempty set P together with
a relation 6 on P (called a partial ordering on P) which is reflexive and transitive
and antisymmetric on P: that is, if a ≤ b and b ≤ a then a = b.
Elements a, b ∈ P are said to be comparable provided a ≤ b or b ≤ a.
Definition 1.1.31. A partial ordering of a set P such that any two elements are
comparable is called a total ordering. A nonempty subset C of P that is totally
ordered by ≤ is called a chain in P.
Definition 1.1.32. Let P be a partially ordered set. An element a ∈ P is maximal
in P if for every c ∈ P which is comparable to a, c ≤ a; in other words, for all
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c ∈ P, a ≤ c ⇒ a = c. An upper bound of a nonempty subset C of P is an
element d ∈ P such that c ≤ d for every c ∈ C.
A lower bound for a subset C of P and a minimal element for P are defined
likewise.
Zorn’s Lemma. If P is a nonempty partially ordered set such that every chain
in P has an upper bound in P, then P contains a maximal element.
1.2 Prime and Primary Submodules
Definition 1.2.1. [19] Let M be an R−module. A proper submodule N of M is
said to be a prime submodule if rm ∈ N for r ∈ R and m ∈ M implies that
either m ∈ N or rM ⊆ N .
Definition 1.2.2. [25] Let M be an R−module. A proper submodule N of M is
said to be a primary submodule if rm ∈ N for r ∈ R and m ∈ M implies that
either m ∈ N or rnM ⊆ N for some positive integer n.
Remark 1.2.3. Consider the ring R as an R−module and let Q be a primary ideal
(and hence a submodule) of R. If rm ∈ Q with r ∈ R and m /∈ Q, then rn ∈ Q for
some a positive integer n. Since Q is an ideal, this implies rnR ⊆ Q. Hence Q is
primary submodule of the module R. Conversely every primary submodule of R is
a primary ideal.
Similarly, an ideal P of the ring R is prime ideal if and only it is prime submodule
of the module R.
It is clear directly from the definitions that every prime submodule is primary,
but the converse is false (see Example 1.1.15).
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Definition 1.2.4. [18] Let N be a submodule of an R−module M . The residual
of N by M , denoted (N : M), is the ideal (N : M) = {r ∈ R | rM ⊆ N}.
Proposition 1.2.5. [18] If L and N are submodules of an R−module M , then
(L ∩N : M) = (L : M) ∩ (N : M).
Proposition 1.2.6. [19] If N is a prime submodule of an R−module M , then
(N : M) is prime ideal in R.
Proof. (N : M) is a proper ideal, since 1 /∈ (N : M). Let ab ∈ (N : M), and
b /∈ (N : M). Then bM * N , that is there exists m ∈ M with bm /∈ N . But
a(bm) = (ab)m ∈ N and N is prime, therefore aM ⊆ N , thus a ∈ (N : M).
Proposition 1.2.7. [16] If N is a primary submodule of an R−module M , then
(N : M) is primary ideal in R, and hence
√
(N : M) is prime ideal in R
Proof. The proof of (N : M) is primary similar to that of Proposition 1.2.6, and√
(N : M) is prime follows from Proposition 1.1.16.
1.3 Primal Submodules
The concept of primal ideals in a commutative ring was introduced by L. Fuchs in
[14]. Let R be a ring and let I be an ideal of R. An element a ∈ R is called prime
to I if ra ∈ I (r ∈ R) implies r ∈ I. A proper ideal I of R is said to be primal if
the set of all elements of R that are not prime to I forms an ideal of R, this ideal
is always a prime ideal, as we will see in Proposition 1.3.12, called the adjoint ideal
of I.
The concept of primal submodules has been introduced and studied by J. Dauns
in [11].
To define the primal submodule we need the following definitions:
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Definition 1.3.1. [11] Let M be an R−module and N a submodule of M . For any
a ∈ R, the submodule {m ∈ M | am ∈ N} is denoted by a−1N . Analogously for a
subset A of R, A−1N = {m ∈M | Am ⊆ N}.
Remark 1.3.2. (i) N ⊆ a−1N .
(ii) The notation a−1N does not mean that a has an inverse in R, however if a
has an inverse in R, then the submodules (a−1)N = {a−1m | m ∈ N} and
a−1N = {m ∈M | am ∈ N} are the same.
Proof. (i) follows from definition of a−1N . (ii) Let m ∈ a−1N , then am ∈ N , hence
m = a−1(am) ∈ (a−1)N , therefore a−1N ⊆ (a−1)N . On other hand if m ∈ (a−1)N ,
then m = a−1n for some n ∈ N . Now am = a(a−1n) = n ∈ N , so m ∈ a−1N ,
therefore (a−1)N ⊆ a−1N .
Definition 1.3.3. [11] Let M be an R−module and N a submodule of M . The
element a ∈ R is (left) prime to N if a−1N = N , i.e. if am ∈ N (m ∈ M) implies
m ∈ N .
a is not (left) prime to N if a−1N 6= N , i.e. there exists an element m ∈ M − N
with am ∈ N .
A subset A of R is not prime to N if for any a ∈ A, a is not prime to N . In this
case we say that A is pointwise not prime to N .
The subset A of R is uniformly not prime to N , if there exists an element u ∈M−N
with Au ⊆ N , i.e. A is uniformly not prime to N if and only if A−1N 6= N .
Example 1.3.4. Consider the submodule 6Z in the Z−module Z. 5 is prime to 6Z
while 2 is not prime to 6Z, the set {2, 3} is pointwise not prime to 6Z, and the set
{2, 4, 6, . . . } is uniformly not prime to 6Z.
Proposition 1.3.5. Let N be a proper submodule of an R−module M . Then the
ideal (N : M) is uniformly not prime to N .
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Proof. By the definition of (N : M), we have (N : M)M ⊆ N , and hence (N :
M)u ⊆ N for any u ∈M −N .
Definition 1.3.6. [11] Let M be an R−module and N a submodule of M . The
adjoint of N is the set of all elements of R that are not prime to N and denoted
by adj(N).
On other words, adj(N) = {r ∈ R | rm ∈ N for some m ∈M −N}.
Example 1.3.7. In Z−module Z, adj(6Z) is the set 2Z ∪ 3Z and adj(4Z) is the
ideal 2Z.
Proposition 1.3.8. Let N be a proper submodule of an R−module M , then
(N : M) ⊆
√
(N : M) ⊆ adj(N)
Proof. (N : M) ⊆
√
(N : M) follows from Definition 1.1.11, so the proof reduces
to proving that
√
(N : M) ⊆ adj(N). Let r ∈
√
(N : M), then rnM ⊆ N for some
positive integer n. Pick m ∈M−N , then rnm ∈ N . If we choose n0 be the smallest
positive integer with rn0m ∈ N , we have r(rn0−1m) ∈ N while rn0−1m /∈ N , Thus
r ∈ adj(N).
Definition 1.3.9. [11] Let M be an R−module. A proper submodule N of M is
said to be primal if adj(N) forms an ideal of R. In this case the adjoint of N will
also be called the adjoint ideal of N .
Remark 1.3.10. Consider the ring R as an R−module. An ideal I of R is a primal
ideal if and only if it is a primal submodule of R.
Example 1.3.11. In the ring Z, the ideal 4Z is primal, and the ideal 6Z is not
primal.
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Proposition 1.3.12. [7] Let M be an R−module. If N is a primal submodule of
M , then adj(N) is a prime ideal of R.
Proof. Since 1 /∈ adj(N), adj(N) is a proper ideal. Let ab ∈ adj(N) with a /∈
adj(N), there exists m ∈M−N with abm ∈ N , so bm ∈ N implies that b ∈ adj(N).
Remark 1.3.13. Let N be a submodule of an R−module M . If r ∈ R and a ∈
adj(N), then there exists m ∈ M − N with am ∈ N , and hence ram ∈ N while
m /∈ N and, as a consequence, ra ∈ adj(N). Thus to prove adj(N) is an ideal we
only prove adj(N) is closed under the addition.
Proposition 1.3.14. [11] Let N be a submodule of an R−module M . If adj(N) is
uniformly not prime to N , then adj(N) is an ideal of R, and as a consequence, N
is primal.
Proof. Let a, b ∈ adj(N), since adj(N) is uniformly not prime to N , then there
exists an element u ∈ M − N with adj(N)u ⊆ N . Thus au and bu are in N , and
hence (a+ b)u ∈ N showing a+ b ∈ adj(N).
Definition 1.3.15. [11] Let M be an R−module. A proper submodule N of M is
said to be uniformly primal if adj(N) is uniformly not prime to N .
Definition 1.3.16. Let R be a ring. An ideal I of R is uniformly primal ideal
if it is uniformly primal submodule of the R−module R.
Proposition 1.3.17. Let N be a proper submodule of an R−module M . If adj(N)
is a principle ideal of R generated by a, then N is uniformly primal.
Proof. By assumption adj(N) = Ra, then a is not prime to N , so there exists an
element u ∈M −N with au ∈ N , thus adj(N)u = Rau ⊆ N , and as a consequence,
adj(N) is uniformly not prime to N , and N is uniformly primal.
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Corollary 1.3.18. Let R be a principal ideal ring, and M an R−module. Then
every primal submodule is uniformly primal.
Example 1.3.19. Consider the ring Z, the ideal 4Z is uniformly primal ideal, since
adj(4Z) = 2Z is principle ideal of Z.
1.4 Relation Between Submodules
In this section we study the relation between primal submodules and some other
submodules that are related to our work. We begin by recalling the following
definitions:
Definition 1.4.1. [18] Let M be an R−module. A proper submodule N of M is
said to be irreducible if N is not the intersection of two submodules of M that
properly contain it.
Definition 1.4.2. [2] Let M be an R−module. A proper submodule N of M is
said to be completely irreducible (or strongly irreducible) if for any family
{Nα}α∈4 of submodules of M with N =
⋂
α∈4Nα, N = Nβ for some β ∈ 4. On
other words, N is not the intersection of any collection of submodules of M each
properly containing N .
Clearly completely irreducible submodules of M are irreducible, but not con-
versely: the zero ideal of the ring Z is irreducible but not completely irreducible.
Proposition 1.4.3. [11] (Irreducible ⇒ Primal)
Let M be an R−module. If N is an irreducible submodule of M , then N is primal.
Proof. Let a, b ∈ adj(N), then there exists m1 and m2 in M−N such that am1 ∈ N
and am2 ∈ N . Since each of N +Rm1 and N +Rm2 properly contains N , and N is
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irreducible, then N $ (N+Rm1)∩(N+Rm2), thus there is m ∈ (N+Rm1)∩(N+
Rm2) with m /∈ N . However am ∈ a(N +Rm1) = aN +aRm1 = aN +Ram1 ⊆ N ,
similarly bm ∈ N . So that (a + b)m = am + bm ∈ N while m /∈ N . Thus
a+ b ∈ adj(N).
The next example shows that a primal submodule need not be irreducible.
Example 1.4.4. Consider the ring Z[x], the ring of polynomials with coefficients in
Z, the ideal 〈4, 2x, x2〉 is primal with 〈2, x〉 as adjoint ideal, but it is not irreducible,
since 〈4, 2x, x2〉 = 〈4, x〉 ∩ 〈2, x2〉.
Proposition 1.4.5. [11] (Completely Irreducible ⇒ Uniformly Primal)
Let M be an R−module. If N is a completely irreducible submodule of M , then N
is uniformly primal.
Proof. For each a ∈ adj(N), there exists ma ∈ M −N such that ama ∈ N . Since
for all a ∈ adj(N), N +Rma properly contains N , and N is completely irreducible,
then N $
⋂
a∈adj(N)(N +Rma), thus there is u ∈ N +Rma for all a ∈ adj(N) with
u /∈ N . However for all a ∈ adj(N) we have au ∈ a(N + Rma) = aN + aRma =
aN + Rama ⊆ N . Then adj(N) is uniformly not prime to N , so N is uniformly
primal.
Example 1.4.4 shows that a uniformly primal submodule need not be completely
irreducible.
Proposition 1.4.6. [11] Let N be a proper submodule of an R−module M . Then
N is a prime submodule of M if and only if adj(N) = (N : M).
Proof. Suppose N is a prime submodule of M . By Proposition 1.3.8, it suffices to
show that adj(N) ⊆ (N : M). Let r ∈ adj(N), then there exists m ∈ M −N with
rm ∈ N , since N is prime, then rM ⊆ N , and hence r ∈ (N : M).
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Conversely, assume adj(N) = (N : M), and let rm ∈ N where r ∈ R and m ∈
M − N . Then r is not prime to N , therefore r ∈ adj(N) = (N : M). Thus
rM ⊆ N , and N is prime.
Corollary 1.4.7. [11] (Prime ⇒ Uniformly Primal)
Let M be an R−module. If N is a prime submodule of M , then N is uniformly
primal.
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.4.6 and Proposition 1.3.5.
Proposition 1.4.8. Let N be a proper submodule of an R−module M . Then N is
a primary submodule of M if and only if adj(N) =
√
(N : M).
Proof. Suppose N is a primary submodule of M . By Proposition 1.3.8, it suffices
to show that adj(N) ⊆
√
(N : M). Let r ∈ adj(N), then there exists m ∈ M −N




Conversely, assume adj(N) =
√
(N : M), and let rm ∈ N where r ∈ R and m ∈
M − N . Then r is not prime to N , therefore r ∈ adj(N) =
√
(N : M). Thus
rkM ⊆ N for some positive integer k, and N is primary.
Corollary 1.4.9. [10] (Primary ⇒ Primal)
Let M be an R−module. If N is a primary submodule of M , then N is primal.
Proof. IfN is a primary submodule ofM , then by the previous proposition, adj(N) =√
(N : M) is an ideal in R, hence N is primal.
The next example shows: a primal submodule of a module M is not necessarily
primary (see [14]).
Example 1.4.10. Consider the ring F [x, y], the ring of polynomials in x and y
over a field F . The ideal 〈x2, xy〉 of F [x, y] is primal with 〈x, y〉 as adjoint prime
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ideal, but it is not primary, for xy ∈ 〈x2, xy〉 and neither x nor any power of y
belongs to 〈x2, xy〉.
Over Boolean rings we prove the following new result: prime, primary and primal
submodules are the same.
First we give the definition of a Boolean ring.
Definition 1.4.11. [16] A Boolean ring is a ring R in which every element is
idempotent, that is, x2 = x for all x ∈ R.
Proposition 1.4.12. Let R be a Boolean ring and M be an R−module. Then
Every primal submodule of M is prime.
Proof. Let N be a primal submodule of M . By Propositions 1.4.6 and 1.3.8, it
suffices to show that adj(N) ⊆ (N : M). Let a ∈ adj(N), then 1 − a /∈ adj(N),
for otherwise, 1 = (1 − a) + a ∈ adj(N) which is a contradiction. That is 1 − a is
prime to N , hence for all m ∈ M , (1 − a)am = 0 ∈ N implies am ∈ N . Therefore
a ∈ (N : M).
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Corollary 1.4.13. Let R be a Boolean ring and M be an R−module. Then Every
primary submodule of M is prime.
Corollary 1.4.14. Every primal ideal of a Boolean ring is prime.




The Prime Avoidance Theorem for Rings [23] (in the simplest form) states that
if an ideal I of a ring is contained in a union of a finite number of prime ideals
J1, J2, . . . , Jn, then I must be contained in Jk for some k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Lu [20] generalized this theorem to Prime Avoidance Theorem for modules . Then,
Ashour [5] generalized Lu’s Theorem to the case of primary modules.
Al-Ani [1] introduced the concept of compactly packed modules, and again Ashour
generalized it to primary compactly packed modules. In this chapter we recall these
previous results.
We also recall the concept of S−closed subsets of modules. This was introduced by
Lu, and we prove some new results.
2.1 Prime Avoidance Theorem for Modules
We begin by recalling the following important theorem.
Theorem 2.1.1. [17](Prime Avoidance Theorem for Rings)
Let J1, J2, . . . , Jn be a finite number of ideals in a ring R and let I be an ideal of
R such that I ⊆ J1 ∪ J2 ∪ · · · ∪ Jn. Assume that at most two of the Ji,s may not be
prime, then I ⊆ Jk for some k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
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Before introducing the Prime Avoidance Theorem for modules which is a gen-
eralization to the Prime Avoidance Theorem for rings we need to remember the
following definitions and results:
Definition 2.1.2. [20] Let L,L1, L2, . . . , Ln be a submodules of an R−module M .
The covering L ⊆ L1 ∪L2 ∪ · · · ∪Ln of L is called efficient if L is not contained in
the union of any n− 1 of the submodules Li,s.
Analogously we shall say L = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ln is an efficient union if none of
the Li
,s may be excluded.
Remark 2.1.3. Any cover or union consisting of submodules of M can be reduced
to an efficient one, called an efficient reduction, by deleting any unnecessary terms.
Proposition 2.1.4. [1] Let M be an R-module. If L,L1 and L2 are submodules of
M such that L ⊆ L1 ∪ L2, then either L ⊆ L1 or L ⊆ L2.
Proof. Suppose that neither L ⊆ L1 nor L ⊆ L2. Then there exists x ∈ L − L1
and there exists y ∈ L − L2. But L ⊆ L1 ∪ L2. Thus x ∈ L2 and y ∈ L1. Since
x+ y ∈ L, then either x+ y ∈ L1 or x+ y ∈ L2. If x+ y ∈ L1, then x ∈ L1 which
is a contradiction. If x + y ∈ L2, then y ∈ L2 which yield also to a contradiction.
Therefore L ⊆ L1 or L ⊆ L2.
From the previous proposition, Lu Indicated the following remark [20].
Remark 2.1.5. A covering of a submodule by two submodules of a module is never
efficient. Thus L ⊆ L1 ∪ L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Lm may be efficient cover only when m > 2 or
m = 1.
Example 2.1.6. Let M = Z2⊕Z2⊕Z2. M is a module over Z2. Let e1 = (1, 0, 0),
e2 = (0, 1, 0). Let L1 = {0, e1}, L2 = {0, e2}, L3 = {0, e1+e2} and let L = L1+L2 =
{0, e1, e2, e1 + e2}. It is clear that L is a submodule of M with L = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3.
But none of the Lk may be excluded. Thus L = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3 is an efficient union.
Moreover, each of Lk is prime submodule with (Lk : M) = {0}.
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Lemma 2.1.7. [20] Let L = L1 ∪L2 ∪ · · · ∪Ln be an efficient union of submodules
of an R-module M where n > 2. Then
⋂
j 6=k Lj =
⋂n
j=1 Lj for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Proof. Let k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. It is clear that
⋂
j 6=k Lj ⊇
⋂n
j=1 Lj . Let x ∈
⋂
j 6=k Lj ,
since L = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ln is an efficient union, there exists ak ∈ Lk and ak /∈⋃
j 6=k Lj . Thus ak + x ∈ L and ak + x /∈ Lj for all j 6= k. Therefore ak + x ∈ Lk.
Hence x ∈ Lk. Thus x ∈
⋂n
j=1 Lj . This shows that
⋂
j 6=k Lj ⊆
⋂n
j=1 Lj . Therefore⋂
j 6=k Lj =
⋂n
j=1 Lj .
Corollary 2.1.8. [20] Let L ⊆ L1∪L2∪· · ·∪Ln be an efficient cover of submodules
of an R-module M where n > 2. Then L ∩
⋂
j 6=k Lj ⊆ Lk for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Proof. Since L ⊆ L1 ∪ L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ln is an efficient covering, L = (L ∩ L1) ∪ (L ∩
L2) ∪ · · · ∪ (L ∩ Ln) is an efficient union. Now apply the previous lemma to get,
L ∩
⋂
j 6=k Lj =
⋂
j 6=k(L ∩ Lj) ⊆ (L ∩ Lk) ⊆ Lk.
Lemma 2.1.9. [20] Let L ⊆ L1 ∪ L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ln be an efficient covering consisting
of submodules of an R−module M where n > 2. If (Li : M) * (Lj : M) for every
i 6= j, then no Lk for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} is a prime submodule of M .
Proof. Suppose that some Lk is prime submodule. Since L ⊆ L1 ∪ L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ln
is an efficient covering, there exists an element ek in L − Lk. If j 6= k, then (Lj :
M) * (Lk : M), so there exists an rj ∈ (Lj : M) such that rj /∈ (Lk : M). Since
Lk is a prime submodule, then (Lk : M) is a prime ideal of R (Proposition 1.2.6),
therefore, r =
∏
i 6=k ri ∈ (Lj : M), but r /∈ (Lk : M). Consequently, rek ∈ L ∩ Lj
for every j 6= k, but rek /∈ Lk, which contradicts the fact that
⋂
j 6=k(L ∩ Lj) ⊆ Lk
(Corollary 2.1.8). Therefore, no Lk is prime.
Now we are ready to give the Prime Avoidance Theorem for modules.
Theorem 2.1.10. [20] ( Prime Avoidance Theorem for Modules )
Let M be an R−module, L1, L2, · · · , Ln a finite number of submodules of M and L
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a submodule of M such that L ⊆ L1∪L2∪· · ·∪Ln. Assume that at most two of the
Li
,s are not prime, and that (Li : M) * (Lj : M) whenever i 6= j. Then L ⊆ Lk
for some k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Proof. For the given covering L ⊆ L1 ∪L2 ∪ · · · ∪Ln, let L ⊆ Lα1 ∪Lα2 ∪ · · · ∪Lαm
be its efficient reduction. Then 1 ≤ m ≤ n. and m 6= 2. If m > 2, then there exists
at least one Lαs to be prime submodule of M . In view of Lemma 2.1.9, this is
impossible as (Li : M) * (Lj : M) if i 6= j. Hence m = 1, namely, L ⊆ Lk for some
k.
Now we introduce the following definition:
Definition 2.1.11. Let M be an R−module. A proper submodule N of M is
called weakly compactly packed (WCP) if for each finite set {L1, L2, . . . , Ln}
of prime submodules of M with N ⊆
⋃n
i=1 Li, N ⊆ Lj for some j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
A module M is called WCP if every proper submodule of M is WCP.
The following theorem follows immediately from the Prime Avoidance Theorem
For Rings (Theorem 2.1.1).
Theorem 2.1.12. Let R be a ring. If we consider R as an R−module, then R is
WCP.
Definition 2.1.13. [4] An R−module M is a multiplication module if for every
submodule N of M , there is an ideal I of R such that N = IM .
Proposition 2.1.14. [4] Let M be a multiplication R−module and let N be a
submodule of M . Then N = (N : M)M .
Proof. By assumption, N = IM for some ideal I of R, then I ⊆ (N : M), hence
N = IM ⊆ (N : M)M . And (N : M)M ⊆ N follows from definition of (N : M).
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Definition 2.1.15. [1] An R−module M is called pseudo−multiplication mod-
ule if for any submodules L and K of M :
L ⊆ K if and only if (L : M) ⊆ (K : M).
Definition 2.1.16. An R−module M is called prime pseudo−multiplication
module if for any prime submodules L and K of M :
L ⊆ K if and only if (L : M) ⊆ (K : M).
It is clear from the definitions that every multiplication module is pseudo−multiplication
module, and every pseudo−multiplication module is prime pseudo−multiplication
module.
Theorem 2.1.17. Every prime pseudo−multiplication module is WCP.
Proof. Let L be a proper submodule of a prime pseudo−multiplication module M ,
and L1, L2, . . . , Ln prime submodules of M such that L ⊆ L1 ∪ L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ln. We
can assume Li * Lj for i 6= j (for example, if L1 ⊆ L2, then L ⊆ L2∪L3∪· · ·∪Ln).
Hence (Li : M) * (Lj : M) for i 6= j, by Prime Avoidance Theorem for Modules
we have L ⊆ Lk for some k.
As we have seen, in Example 2.1.6, the module M = Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2 over Z2 is not
WCP, in fact M is not prime pseudo−multiplication module. Hence the condition
that ” a module is prime pseudo−multiplication module ” in previous Theorem is
essential.
2.2 Compactly Packed Modules
Definition 2.2.1. [21] LetN be a submodule of an R−moduleM . TheM−radical
ofN , denoted by rad(N), is the intersection of all prime submodules ofM containing
N . We say that the submodule N is a radical submodule if rad(N) = N.
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Remark 2.2.2. Every prime submodule is a radical submodule.
Proposition 2.2.3. [21] Let N and L be submodules of an R−module M. Then
1. N ⊆ rad(N).
2. If N ⊆ L, then rad(N) ⊆ rad(L).
3. rad(rad(N)) = rad(N), i.e., rad(N) is a radical submodule.
4. rad(N ∩ L) ⊆ rad(N) ∩ rad(L).
5. rad(N + L) = rad(rad(N) + rad(L)).
Proof. (1) and (2) are trivial.
(3) By (1), N ⊆ rad(N), and by (2) we have rad(N) ⊆ rad(rad(N)). Let P be
a prime submodule containing N , then rad(N) ⊆ rad(P ) = P . Thus every prime
submodule containing N is also contains rad(N), hence rad(rad(N)) ⊆ rad(N).
Therefore rad(rad(N)) = rad(N).
(4) Since N ∩L ⊆ N , then rad(N ∩L) ⊆ rad(N). Similarly, rad(N ∩L) ⊆ rad(L),
hence rad(N ∩ L) ⊆ rad(N) ∩ rad(L).
(5) By (1), N + L ⊆ rad(N) + rad(L), and by (2) rad(N + L) ⊆ rad(rad(N) +
rad(L)). To show that rad(rad(N) + rad(L)) ⊆ rad(N + L) we prove that every
prime submodule containing N + L is also contains rad(N) + rad(L). Let P be
a prime submodule containing N + L, then N ⊆ P and L ⊆ P , hence rad(N) ⊆
rad(P ) = P and rad(L) ⊆ rad(P ) = P . Thus rad(N) + rad(L) ⊆ P , and the proof
is complete.
Theorem 2.2.4. [22] If the R-module M satisfies the (ACC) on radical submod-
ules, then every radical submodule is the radical of a finitely generated submodule.
Proof. Assume that there exists a radical submodule N which is not the radical of
a finitely generated submodule. Let e1 ∈ N and let N1 = rad(Re1). Then N1 $ N
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so that there exists e2 ∈ N −N1. Let N2 = rad(Re1 + Re2). Then N1 $ N2 $ N.
So that there exists e3 ∈ N − N2 etc. This gives an ascending chain of radical
submodules N1 $ N2 $ N3 $ · · · , which is a contradiction.
Definition 2.2.5. [24] Let M be an R-module. A proper submodule N of M is
compactly packed (CP) if for each family {Pα}α∈4 of prime submodules of M
with N ⊆
⋃
α∈4 Pα, N ⊆ Pβ for some β ∈ 4. A module M is called CP if every
proper submodule of M is CP.
Definition 2.2.6. [1] Let M be an R-module. A proper submodule N of M is
finitely compactly packed (FCP) if for each family {Pα}α∈4 of prime sub-
modules of M with N ⊆
⋃
α∈4 Pα, there exist α1, α2, . . . , αn in 4 such that
N ⊆
⋃n
i=1 Pαi . A module M is called FCP if every proper submodule of M is
FCP.
The concept of compactly packed rings was introduced by Reis and Viswanathan
(see [26]). Let us say that a ring R is CP if it is a CP R−module.
Evidently, a module M is CP if and only if M is FCP and WCP.
Remark 2.2.7. Any ring R is WCP (Theorem 2.1.12). So R is FCP if and only if
it’s CP.
The next example shows that a WCP module need not be FCP.
Example 2.2.8. Consider the polynomial ring R = Z[x1, x2, . . . ] as an R−module,
where Z is the set of integers. By Theorem 2.1.12, R is WCP. Now we prove R is
not FCP. For every positive integer n let Pn = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉, Pn is prime, for
if fg ∈ Pn, f(0, 0, . . . , 0, xn+1, xn+2, . . . )g(0, 0, . . . , 0, xn+1, xn+2, . . . ) = 0 so either
f(0, 0, . . . , 0, xn+1, xn+2, . . . ) = 0 and hence f ∈ Pn or g(0, 0, . . . , 0, xn+1, xn+2, . . . ) =
0 and hence g ∈ Pn. Now P1 ⊆ P2 ⊆ . . . , then P =
⋃∞
i=1 Pi is an ideal of R. How-
ever P ⊆
⋃∞
i=1 Pi while P is not contained in any finite union of Pi
,s.
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Proposition 2.2.9. Let M be an R−module. If every proper submodule of M is
cyclic, then M is CP.
Proof. Let N be a proper submodule of M and let {Nα}α∈4 be a family of prime
submodules of M such that N ⊆
⋃
α∈4Nα. Since N is cyclic, then N = Ra for
some a ∈ N . However a ∈ N ⊆
⋃
α∈4Nα, therefor a ∈ Nβ for some β ∈ 4. Thus
N = Ra ⊆ Nβ .
Theorem 2.2.10. [24] Let M be an R−module. The following statements are
equivalent:
1. M is CP.
2. For each proper submodule N of M there exists a ∈ N such that rad(N) =
rad(Ra).
3. For each proper submodule N of M , if {Nα}α∈4 is a family of submodules of
M and N ⊆
⋃
α∈4Nα, then N ⊆ rad(Nβ) for some β ∈ 4.
4. For each proper submodule N of M , if {Nα}α∈4 is a family of radical sub-
modules of M and N ⊆
⋃
α∈4Nα, then N ⊆ Nβ for some β ∈ 4.
Proof. (1 ⇒ 2) Let N be a proper submodule of M . Suppose rad(N) * rad(Ra)





a∈N Pa, that is M is not CP which contradicts (1).
(2 ⇒ 3) Let N be a proper submodule of M and let {Nα}α∈4 be a family of
submodules of M such that N ⊆
⋃
α∈4Nα. By (2) there exists a ∈ N such that
rad(N) = rad(Ra). Then a ∈
⋃
α∈4Nα and hence a ∈ Nβ for some β ∈ 4, so that
Ra ⊆ Nβ and N ⊆ rad(N) = rad(Ra) ⊆ rad(Nβ).
(3⇒ 4) and (4⇒ 1) are clear.
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Definition 2.2.11. [3] A submodule N of an R−module M is said to be pure in
M if for every ideal A of R, N ∩ AM = AN. The module M is called F−regular
if each submodule of M is pure.
Proposition 2.2.12. [3] An R−module M is F−regular if and only if rad(N) = N
for all submodules N of M
Proposition 2.2.13. [24] Let M be an F−regular R−module, then M is CP if
and only if each proper submodule of M is cyclic.
Proof. The sufficiency follows from Proposition 2.2.9. To prove the necessity, let
N be a proper submodule of M . Since M is CP then, by Theorem 2.2.10, there
exists a ∈ N such that rad(N) = rad(Ra). Since M is F−regular, then N = Ra,
by previous proposition.
Theorem 2.2.14. [24] If M is a CP module which has at least one maximal sub-
module, then M satisfies the (ACC) on radical submodules.
Proof. Let N1 ⊆ N2 ⊆ · · · be an ascending chain of radical submodules of M . If
Nk = M for some k, then the result follows immediately, so assume that none of
Nk
,s is M , and let L =
⋃∞
i=1Ni. We claim that L is a proper submodule of M .
Assume on contrary that L = M and let H be a maximal submodule of M , then
H ⊆
⋃∞
i=1Ni. Since M is CP, there exist a positive integer m such that H ⊆ Nm.
Therefore H = Nm, hence Nm is maximal, and Ni = Nm for all i ≥ m. Therefor
Nm =
⋃∞
i=1Ni = M which is impossible, thus L is a proper submodule of M . Since
M is CP, L ⊆ Nj for some j and hence Ni ⊆ Nj for all i, thus Ni = Nj for all i ≥ j.
Therefore the (ACC) is satisfied for radical submodules.
Since every finitely generated module and every multiplication module has a
maximal submodule (see [8]), then we have the following Corollary:
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Corollary 2.2.15. [24] Let M be a CP module. If M is finitely generated or
multiplication, then M satisfies the (ACC) on radical submodules.
Theorem 2.2.16. [1] If M is a FCP module which has at least one maximal sub-
module, then M satisfies the (ACC) on prime submodules.
Proof. Let N1 ⊆ N2 ⊆ · · · be an ascending chain of prime submodules of M ,
and L =
⋃∞
i=1Ni. We claim that L is a proper submodule of M . Assume on
contrary that L = M and let H be a maximal submodule of M, then H ⊆
⋃∞
i=1Ni.
Since M is FCP, there exist n1, n2, . . . , nk such that H ⊆
⋃k
j=1Nnj = Nm where
m = max{n1, n2, . . . , nk}. Therefore H = Nm, hence Nm is maximal, and Ni = Nm
for all i ≥ m. Therefor Nm =
⋃∞
i=1Ni = M which contradicts Nm is prime, thus
L is a proper submodule of M . Then, since M is FCP, there exist m1,m2, . . . ,ms
such that L ⊆
⋃s
j=1Nmj = Nt where t = max{m1,m2, . . . ,ms}. hence Ni ⊆ Nt
for all i, thus Ni = Nt for all i ≥ t. Therefore the (ACC) is satisfied for prime
submodules.
Now we recall the following definition:
Definition 2.2.17. [24] A module M is called a Bezout module if every finitely
generated submodule of M is cyclic.
Theorem 2.2.18. [24] Let M be a Bezout module. If M satisfies the (ACC) on
radical submodules, then M is CP.
Proof. Let N be a prober submodule of M . By Theorem 2.2.4, there exists a finitely
generated submodule L of M such that rad(N) = rad(L) and hence L is a cyclic
submodule, since M is Bezout. By Theorem 2.2.10, M is CP.
Proposition 2.2.19. [1] Let f : M → M̄ be an epimorphism. If M is FCP (resp.
CP) then M̄ is FCP (resp. CP).
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Proof. SupposeM is FCP module andN any proper submodule of M̄ . Let {Pα}α∈4
be a family of prime submodules of M̄ such that N ⊆
⋃







−1(Pα). It is easily checked that for each α ∈ 4, f−1(Pα)
is a prime submodule of M . Since M is FCP, there exist α1, α2, . . . , αn in 4






i=1 Pαi). Since f is onto, then N ⊆⋃n
i=1 Pαi . Therefore M is FCP.
The proof for the CP is analogous.
2.3 Primary Avoidance Theorem for Modules
We start this section by recalling the following proposition:
Lemma 2.3.1. [12] Let L ⊆ L1 ∪ L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ln be an efficient covering consisting
of submodules of an R−module M where n > 2. If (Lj : M) *
√
(Lk : M) for every
j 6= k, then no Lk (for k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}) is a primary submodule of M.
Proof. Suppose that some Lk is primary submodule. Since L ⊆ L1 ∪ L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ln
is an efficient covering, there exists an element ek in L − Lk. If j 6= k, then
(Lj : M) *
√
(Lk : M), so there exists an rj ∈ (Lj : M) such that rj /∈
√
(Lk : M).
Since Lk is primary submodule, then
√
(Lk : M) is prime ideal of R by Lemma
1.2.7, therefore, r =
∏
i6=k ri ∈ (Lj : M), but r /∈
√
(Lk : M). Consequently,
rek ∈ L ∩ Lj for every j 6= k, but rek /∈ Lk, which contradicts
⋂
j 6=k(L ∩ Lj) ⊆ Lk
(Corollary 2.1.8). Therefore, no Lk is primary.
Now we are ready to give the Primary Avoidance Theorem for modules, which
is a generalization of the Prime Avoidance Theorem for modules.
Theorem 2.3.2. [12]( Primary Avoidance Theorem for Modules ).
Let M be an R−module, L1, L2, · · · , Ln a finite number of submodules of M and L
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a submodule of M such that L ⊆ L1 ∪ L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ln. Assume that at most two of
the Li
,s are not primary, and that (Lj : M) *
√
(Lk : M) whenever j 6= k, Then
L ⊆ Lk for some k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}.
Proof. For the given covering L ⊆ L1 ∪ L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ln, let L ⊆ Li1 ∪ Li2 ∪ · · · ∪ Lim
be its efficient reduction. Then 1 ≤ m ≤ n and m 6= 2. If m > 2, then there
exists at least one Lij to be primary. In view of Lemma 2.3.1. this is impossible as
(Lj : M) *
√
(Lk : M) if j 6= k. Hence m = 1, namely, L ⊆ Lk for some k.
Now we introduce the following definition:
Definition 2.3.3. Let M be an R−module. A proper submodule N of M is called
primary weakly compactly packed (PWCP) if for each finite set {L1, L2, . . . , Ln}
of primary submodules of M with N ⊆
⋃n
i=1 Li, N ⊆ Lj for some j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
A module M is called PWCP if every proper submodule is PWCP.
Theorem 2.3.4. Let M be an R−module and assume that for any primary sub-
modules L and K of M we have:
L * K and K * L implies (L : M) *
√
(K : M),
then M is PWCP.
Proof. Let L be a proper submodule of the module M , and L1, L2, . . . , Ln primary
submodules of M such that L ⊆ L1∪L2∪· · ·∪Ln. We can assume Li * Lj for i 6= j
(for example, if L1 ⊆ L2, then L ⊆ L2∪L3∪· · ·∪Ln). Hence (Li : M) *
√
(Lj : M)
for i 6= j, by Primary Avoidance Theorem for Modules we have L ⊆ Lk for some k.
It is easy to see that every PWCP module is WCP, in the next example we prove
the converse is false.
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Example 2.3.5. Consider the ring R = Z2[x, y]/〈x2, xy, y2〉 as an R−module.
R = {ax + by + c + 〈x2, xy, y2〉 | a, b, c ∈ Z2}, we denote ax + by + c + 〈x2, xy, y2〉
by ax+ by + c. A1 = {0, x}, A2 = {0, y}, A3 = {0, x+ y} are primary ideals in R,
for if (a1x+ b1y + c1)(a2x+ b2y + c2) ∈ Ai, then c1c2 = 0 and hence either c1 = 0
or c2 = 0, say c1 = 0, then (a1x+ b1y + c1)
2 = 0 ∈ Ai. We simply observe that
I = A1 ∪A2 ∪A3 = {0, x, y, x+ y} is an ideal in R and I * Ai for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3},
thus R is not PWCP. By Theorem 2.1.12, R is WCP. Moreover R is CP, since R
is finite.
2.4 Primary Compactly Packed Modules
We start this section by the definition of primary radical of a submodule.
Definition 2.4.1. [12] Let N be a submodule of an R−module M . If there exist
primary submodules which contain N , then the intersection of all primary submod-
ules containing N is called the primary radical of N and denoted by prad(N).
If there is no primary submodule containing N , then prad(N) = M . In particular
prad(M) = M.
We say that a submodule N is a primary radical submodule if prad(N) = N.
Remark 2.4.2. (i) Every primary submodule is primary radical submodule.
(ii) For any submodule N of an R−module M , prad(N) ⊆ rad(N).
Proposition 2.4.3. [12] Let N and L be submodules of an R−module M. Then
1. N ⊆ prad(N).
2. If N ⊆ L, then prad(N) ⊆ prad(L).
3. prad(prad(N)) = prad(N), i.e., prad(N) is a primary radical submodule.
4. prad(N ∩ L) ⊆ prad(N) ∩ prad(L).
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5. prad(N + L) = prad(prad(N) + prad(L)).
Definition 2.4.4. [12] Let M be an R-module. A proper submodule N of M
is primary compactly packed (PCP) if for each family {Pα}α∈4 of primary
submodules of M with N ⊆
⋃
α∈4 Pα, N ⊆ Pβ for some β ∈ 4. A module M is
called PCP if every proper submodule of M is PCP.
Definition 2.4.5. [6] Let M be an R-module. A proper submodule N of M is
primary finitely compactly packed (PFCP) if for each family {Pα}α∈4 of
primary submodules of M with N ⊆
⋃
α∈4 Pα, there exist α1, α2, . . . , αn in 4 such
that N ⊆
⋃n
i=1 Pαi . A module M is called PFCP if every proper submodule of M
is PFCP.
Since every prime submodule is primary, then we have:
Proposition 2.4.6. Every PFCP (resp. PCP) module is FCP (resp. CP).
But CP module need not be PCP, as we have seen in Example 2.3.5.
Evidently, a module M is PCP if and only if M is PFCP and PWCP. The
following ring of Example 1.1.13 shows that a PWCP module need not be PFCP.
Example 2.4.7. Let X be an infinite set and R be a Boolean ring (P (X),4,∩),
consider R as an R−module. If I is a primary ideal (submodule) of R, then
√
I = I and by Proposition 1.1.16, I is prime. Thus any ideal is primary if
and only if it is prime, also this follows directly from Corollary 1.4.15. By The-
orem 2.1.12, R is PWCP. Now we prove R is not PFCP. Let T = {H ⊆ X |





P is prime ideal containing 〈H〉}. Since T * 〈H〉, then there exists a prime ideal




H∈T PH , then T is
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not CP and hence R is not CP. By proposition 2.4.6, R is not PCP. Finally, R
is not PFCP, for if R were PFCP, then R is PCP (as R is PWCP) which is a
contradiction.
Theorem 2.4.8. [12] Let M be an R−module. The following statements are equiv-
alent:
1. M is PCP module.
2. For each proper submodule N of M there exists a ∈ N such that prad(N) =
prad(Ra).
3. For each proper submodule N of M, if {Nα}α∈4 is a family of submodules of
M and N ⊆
⋃
α∈4Nα, then N ⊆ prad(Nβ) for some β ∈ 4.
4. For each proper submodule N of M, if {Nα}α∈4 is a family of primary radical
submodules of M and N ⊆
⋃
α∈4Nα, then N ⊆ Nβ for some β ∈ 4.
Theorem 2.4.9. [12] If M is a PCP module which has at least one maximal sub-
module, then M satisfies the (ACC) on primary radical submodules.
Corollary 2.4.10. [12] Let M be a PCP module. If M is finitely generated or
multiplication, then M satisfies the (ACC) on primary radical submodules.
Theorem 2.4.11. [6] If M is a PFCP module which has at least one maximal
submodule, then M satisfies the (ACC) on primary submodules.
Proposition 2.4.12. [12] Let M be a Bezout module. If M satisfies the (ACC)
on primary radical submodules, then M is PCP.
Proposition 2.4.13. [12] Let ϕ : M → M̄ be an epimorphism. If M is PCP
module then so is M̄ .
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We end this section by new results on primary compactly packed modules, but
first let us recall the following Theorem:
Theorem 2.4.14. [18] If the R-module M satisfies the (ACC) on submodules, then
every proper submodule of M can be written as an intersection of a finite number
of primary submodules.
Definition 2.4.15. [2] An R−module M is said to be with primary decomposi-
tion (resp. Laskerian) if each of its proper submodules is an intersection, possibly
infinite, (resp. a finite intersection) of primary submodules of M .
By Theorem 2.4.14, every module satisfying the (ACC) on submodules is Laske-
rian. And every Laskerian module is a module with primary decomposition.
Proposition 2.4.16. An R−module M is a module with primary decomposition if
and only if prad(N) = N for all submodules N of M .
Proof. If prad(N) = N for all submodules N of M , then every proper submodule
of M is an intersection of primary submodules of M , hence M is a module with
primary decomposition. Conversely, Let N be a proper submodule of M , then N has
a primary decomposition N =
⋂
α∈4Qα. Each of Qα is containing N , but prad(N)
is the intersection of all primary submodules containing N , hence prad(N) ⊆ N ,
and it is clear that N ⊆ prad(N).
If we combine Theorem 2.4.8 and Proposition 2.4.16, we obtain the following
result:
Theorem 2.4.17. Let M be an R-module with primary decomposition. The fol-
lowing statements are equivalent:
1. M is PCP.
2. Every proper submodule of M is cyclic.
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3. For each proper submodule N of M, if {Nα}α∈4 is a family of submodules of
M and N ⊆
⋃
α∈4Nα, then N ⊆ Nβ for some β ∈ 4.
Corollary 2.4.18. Let M be an R−module satisfying the (ACC) on submodules.
Then M is PCP if and only if every proper submodule of M is cyclic.
2.5 S−Closed Subsets of Modules
We start this section by the following definition:
Definition 2.5.1. [17] A nonempty subset S of a ring R is said to be multiplica-
tively closed if ab ∈ S whenever a, b ∈ S.
A multiplicatively closed subset S of R is said to be saturated if ab ∈ S only when
a and b are in S.
Proposition 2.5.2. [18] A proper ideal P of a ring R is prime if and only if R−P
is multiplicatively closed.
Proposition 2.5.3. [18] Let I be an ideal of a ring R and let S be a multiplicatively
closed set in R such that I∩S = φ. Then there is an ideal P of R which is maximal
with respect to the properties that I ⊆ P and P ∩S = φ. Furthermore, P is a prime
ideal.
Proof. Let Ω be the set of all ideals J of R such that I ⊆ J and J ∩ S = φ, Ω
is nonempty since I ∈ Ω. By Zorn’s Lemma, Ω has a maximal element P . To
show that P is prime, suppose that it is not and let ab ∈ P , a /∈ P and b /∈ P .
Then P $ P + 〈a〉 and P $ P + 〈b〉, and so there are elements s, t ∈ S such that
s ∈ P + 〈a〉 and t ∈ P + 〈b〉. Hence s = p1 + r1a, t = p2 + r2b, where p1, p2 ∈ P and
r1, r2 ∈ R. Then st = p1p2 + p1r2b+ r1ap2 + r1r2ab ∈ P ∩ S, which contradicts the
fact that P ∩ S = φ.
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Proposition 2.5.4. [17] A subset S of a ring R is saturated multiplicatively closed
if and only if the complement of S is a union of prime ideals in R.
Proof. Suppose S is saturated multiplicatively closed subset of R and let x ∈ R−S.
Then the principal ideal 〈x〉 is disjoint from S, since S is saturated. By Proposi-
tion 2.5.3, there is a prime ideal Px of R which is maximal with respect to the prop-
erties that 〈x〉 ⊆ Px and Px∩S = φ. Now, it is easy to see that R−S =
⋃
x∈R−S Px.
Conversely, let S = R −
⋃
α∈4 Pα, where Pα is a prime ideal for each α ∈ 4. Let
a, b ∈ S and assume on contrary that ab /∈ S, then ab ∈
⋃
α∈4 Pα, hence ab ∈ Pβ
for some β ∈ 4. Since Pβ is prime, then either a ∈ Pβ or b ∈ Pβ . If a ∈ Pβ , then
a /∈ S which is a contradiction. Similarly for the case b ∈ Pβ . To show that S is
saturated, let ab ∈ S, and assume on contrary that a /∈ S, then a ∈
⋃
α∈4 Pα, hence
a ∈ Pγ for some γ ∈ 4. Since Pγ is ideal, then ab ∈ Pγ , hence ab /∈ S which is a
contradiction, therefore a ∈ S. Similarly, b ∈ S.
Theorem 2.5.5. [26] A ring R is CP if and only if every prime ideal is CP.
Proof. If R is a CP ring, then every proper ideal is CP and in particular every prime
ideal is CP.
Conversely, assume that every prime ideal is CP. Let I be any proper ideal in R
and {Pα}α∈4 be prime ideals in R such that I ⊆
⋃
α∈4 Pα. By Proposition 2.5.4,
T = R−
⋃
α∈4 Pα is multiplicatively closed. Since I ⊆ T c, I ∩T = φ. This implies,
by Proposition 2.5.3, that there exists a prime ideal P of R which is maximal with
respect to the properties that I ⊆ P and P ∩T = φ, hence I ⊆ P ⊆ T c =
⋃
α∈4 Pα.
By our assumption and, P ⊆ Pα for some α ∈ 4. Therefore I ⊆ Pα.
Definition 2.5.6. [20] Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of a ring R and
M an R−module. A nonempty subset S∗ of M is said to be S−closed if se ∈ S∗
whenever s ∈ S and e ∈ S∗.
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An S−closed subset S∗ of M is said to be saturated if the following condition is
satisfied: whenever ae ∈ S∗ for a ∈ R and e ∈M, then a ∈ S and e ∈ S∗.
The following two examples will be evident via Example 2.5.9, the first one is
due to Chin Pi Lu [20], and the other one is due to Ashour [5].
Example 2.5.7. Let {Pα}α∈4 be a collection of prime submodules of an R−module
M with (Pα : M) = pα for every α. Then S
∗ = M −
⋃
α∈4 Pα is a saturated
S−closed subset of M, where S = R−
⋃
α∈4 pα.
Example 2.5.8. Let {Pα}α∈4 be a collection of primary submodules of an R−module
M with
√
(Pα : M) = pα for every α. Then S
∗ = M −
⋃
α∈4 Pα is an S−closed
subset of M, where S = R−
⋃
α∈4 pα.
The following example is a generalization of the previous example.
Example 2.5.9. Let {Pα}α∈4 be a collection of primal submodules of an R−module
M with adj(Pα) = pα for every α. Then S
∗ = M −
⋃
α∈4 Pα is an S−closed subset
of M, where S = R−
⋃
α∈4 pα.
Proof. S is multiplicatively closed follows from Proposition 2.5.4 and Proposition
1.3.12, so we only prove S∗ is an S−closed. Let s ∈ S and e ∈ S∗ and assume on
contrary se /∈ S∗, then se ∈
⋃
α∈4 Pα and hence se ∈ Pβ for some β ∈ 4. So either
e ∈ Pβ or s ∈ adj(Pβ) = pβ . If e ∈ Pβ , then e /∈ S∗, contradiction. If s ∈ pβ , then
s /∈ S, contradiction.
Remark 2.5.10. The set S∗ in Example 2.5.8 and Example 2.5.9 need not be sat-
urated. For this purpose, let M = R = Z, 4Z is a primary (and hence is primal)
submodule of M with adj(4Z) =
√
(4Z : Z) = 2Z. Let S = R−2Z and S∗ = M−4Z,
then S∗ is not saturated, since 2 · 3 = 6 ∈ S∗ while 2 /∈ S.
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Proposition 2.5.11. [20] Let S∗ be an S−closed subset of an R−module M . If N
a submodule contained in M − S∗, then (N : M) ∩ S = φ.
Now we prove the following stronger result:
Theorem 2.5.12. Let S∗ be an S−closed subset of an R−module M . If N a
submodule contained in M − S∗, then
√
(N : M) ∩ S = φ.
Proof. Suppose that
√
(N : M)∩S 6= φ and let r ∈
√
(N : M)∩S. Then rkM ⊆ N
for some k, and for any e ∈ S∗, rke ∈ S∗ ∩ N which is a contradiction with
N ⊆M − S∗.
In [24] Naoum, Al-Hashimi and Al-Aani, proved the following result:
Theorem 2.5.13. Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of a ring R, and let
S∗ be an S−closed subset of the R−module M . Let N be a submodule of M which
is maximal in the set of all submodules of M contained in M − S∗. If the ideal
(N : M) is maximal in the set of all ideals of R contained in R − S, then N is a
prime submodule of M .
In the following theorem we replace the condition ”(N : M) is maximal in the
set of all ideals of R contained in R−S” in previous theorem by a weaker condition,
to get the following:
Theorem 2.5.14. Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of a ring R and let S∗
be an S−closed subset of the R−module M . Let N be a submodule of M which
is maximal in the set of all submodules of M contained in M − S∗. If the ideal√
(N : M) is maximal in the set of all ideals of R contained in R− S, then N is a
primary submodule of M .
Proof. Clearly N 6= M. Suppose N is not primary. Then rm ∈ N for some r /∈√




is maximal in R − S, then the submodule (Rm + N) * M − S∗ and the ideal
〈r〉+
√
(N : M) * R−S. Therefore (Rm+N)∩S∗ 6= φ and (〈r〉+
√
(N : M))∩S 6=
φ. That is there exist x ∈ (Rm + N) ∩ S∗ and t ∈ (〈r〉 +
√
(N : M)) ∩ S, then
x = am+n, t = br+h for some a, b ∈ R, n ∈ N and h ∈
√
(N : M). There exists a















bk−irk−i−1hi. Now tkx = (cr + hk)(am + n) = ca(rm) +
hk(am) + (cr + hk)n ∈ N ∩ S∗, which is a contradiction. Thus N is a primary
submodule of M.
The next theorem is a generalization of Theorem 2.5.5.
Theorem 2.5.15. [24] Let M be a multiplication R−module. If one of the following
conditions holds:
(i) R is a Bezout ring, that is every finitely generated ideal of R is principal.
(ii) M is a Bezout module.
(iii) M is a cyclic module.
Then M is CP if and only if every prime submodule of M is CP.
Theorem 2.5.16. [24] Let M be a multiplication R−module. If R is CP ring and
M 6=
⋃
α∈4Wα for each family {Wα}α∈4 of prime submodules of M , then M is
CP.
Proof. Let N ⊆
⋃
α∈4Wα where N is proper submodule of M and Wα is a prime
submodule of M for each α ∈ 4. Put S∗ = M −
⋃
α∈4Wα, by Example 2.5.7, S
∗
is an S−closed subset of M , where S = R −
⋃
α∈4 (Wα : M). Since N ∩ S∗ = φ,
then by Proposition 2.5.11, (N : M) ∩ S = φ, that is (N : M) ⊆
⋃
α∈4(Wα : M).
But R is CP and (Wα : M) is prime for each α ∈ 4, then (N : M) ⊆ (Wβ : M) for
some β ∈ 4. Since M is multiplication, then N ⊆Wβ . Since N is arbitrary proper





In chapter two we studied the Prime Avoidance Theorem for modules and the Pri-
mary Avoidance Theorem for modules. In this chapter we generalize these theorems
to Primal Avoidance Theorem for modules (section two). In section three we intro-
duce the concept of ”Primal Compactly Packed modules” which is a generalization
of the concept of ”Primary Compactly Packed modules” that was introduced in
section four of chapter two. Now we start by recalling some useful results that we
needed throughout this chapter.
3.1 Intersections of Modules
Lemma 3.1.1. [11] Let N be a proper submodule of an R−module M and m ∈
M − N , then there exists a completely irreducible submodule that contains N and
does not contain m.
Proof. Let Ω be the set of all submodules that contain N and not containing m. Ω
is nonempty, since N ∈ Ω. Let {Ci}i∈I be a chain in Ω. It is clear that
⋃
i∈I Ci is
an upper bound of {Ci}i∈I . Thus by Zorn’s Lemma Ω contains a maximal element
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P . We claim that P is completely irreducible. Let {Kα | α ∈ 4} be a family of
submodules such that P =
⋂
α∈4Kα, and assume on contrary that P 6= Kα for all




α∈4Kα 6= P ,
which is a contadicition.
Corollary 3.1.2. Let N and L be two proper submodules of an R−module M .
Then N ⊆ L if and only if every completely irreducible submodule containing L is
also contains N .
Proof. (→) is clear.
(←) Assume that every completely irreducible submodule containing L also contains
N , and assume on contrary N * L. Then there exist m ∈ N − L, hence by
Lemma 3.1.1 there exists a completely irreducible submodule P containing L but
not containing m. Thus P does not contain N , which is a contradiction.
Theorem 3.1.3. [11] Let M be an R−module. Then every proper submodule of M
is the intersection of all completely irreducible submodules containing it.
Proof. Let N be a proper submodule of M , and {Pα : α ∈ 4} be the set of all
completely irreducible submodules containing N . It is clear that N ⊆
⋂
α∈4 Pα,
let us show that
⋂
α∈4 Pα ⊆ N . If m /∈ N , then by Lemma 3.1.1 there exists a
completely irreducible submodule P containing N and not containing m. However




α∈4 Pα ⊆ N .
Since every completely irreducible submodule is uniformly primal (Proposition
1.4.5), we can conclude the following corollary:
Corollary 3.1.4. [11] Let M be an R−module. Then every proper submodule of
M is the intersection of all uniformly primal submodules containing it.
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3.2 Primal Avoidance Theorem for Modules
Proposition 3.2.1. Let N and L be proper submodules of an R−module M , and
I be an ideal of R. If IL ⊆ N then either L ⊆ N or I ⊆ adj(N).
Proof. Assume L * N , then there is m ∈ L − N . For each a ∈ I, am ∈ IL ⊆ N
while m /∈ N , therefore a ∈ adj(N).
Lemma 3.2.2. Let L ⊆ L1∪L2∪· · ·∪Ln be an efficient covering of submodules of an
R−module M where n > 2, then for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},
⋂
i 6=j(Li : M) ⊆ adj(Lj).
Proof. Let j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, put Ij =
⋂
i6=j(Li : M). Then by Proposition 1.2.5,
Ij = (
⋂
i6=j Li : M), hence IjM ⊆
⋂
i 6=j Li, and in particular IjL ⊆
⋂
i 6=j Li. On
other hand IjL ⊆ L. Then IjL ⊆ L∩ (
⋂
i 6=j Li) ⊆ Lj by Corollary 2.1.8. Therefore
either L ⊆ Lj or Ij ⊆ adj(Lj). But L * Lj , then we must have Ij ⊆ adj(Lj).
Theorem 3.2.3. Let L be a submodule of an R−module M . If L1, L2, . . . , Ln are
submodules of M such that L ⊆ L1∪L2∪· · ·∪Ln, and that
⋂
i6=j(Li : M) * adj(Lj)
for all j = 1, 2, . . . , n except possibly for at most two of the j,s, then L ⊆ Lk for
some k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Proof. For the given covering L ⊆ L1 ∪L2 ∪ · · · ∪Ln, let L ⊆ Lα1 ∪Lα2 ∪ · · · ∪Lαm
be it is efficient reduction. Then 1 ≤ m ≤ n and m 6= 2. If m > 2, then there exists
at least one Lαj satisfying
⋂
i6=j(Lαi : M) * adj(Lαj ). This is impossible in view
of Lemma 3.2.2. Hence m = 1 and L ⊆ Lα1 = Lk for some k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
The following remark follows immediately from Corollary 1.1.10.
Remark 3.2.4. If Lj is a primal submodule of an R−module M (so adj(Lj) is a
prime ideal of the ring R), then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(i)
⋂
i 6=j(Li : M) * adj(Lj).
(ii) (Li : M) * adj(Lj) whenever i 6= j.
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The following Theorem, which follows immediately from Theorem 3.2.3 and
Remark 3.2.4, is a generalization of the Primary Avoidance Theorem for modules.
Theorem 3.2.5. (Primal Avoidance Theorem for modules)
Let L be a submodule of an R−module M and L1, L2, . . . , Ln are submodules of M
such that L ⊆ L1∪L2∪· · ·∪Ln. Assume that at most two of the Li,s are not Primal,
and (Li : M) * adj(Lj) whenever i 6= j, then L ⊆ Lk for some k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Definition 3.2.6. Let M be an R−module. A proper submodule N of M is called
primal weakly compactly packed (PLWCP) if for each finite set {L1, L2, . . . , Ln}
of primal submodules of M with N ⊆
⋃n
i=1 Li, N ⊆ Lj for some j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
A module M is called PLWCP if every proper submodule is PLWCP .
The proof of the following theorem is similar to that of Theorem 2.3.4.
Theorem 3.2.7. Let M be an R−module and assume that for any primal submod-
ules L and K of M we have:
L * K and K * L implies (L : M) * adj(K),
then M is PLWCP .
3.3 Primal Compactly Packed Modules
In this section we introduce the concept of primal compactly packed modules and
study various properties of primal compactly packed modules.
Definition 3.3.1. Let N be a proper submodule of an R-module M .
(i) N is said to be primal compactly packed (PLCP) if for each family {Pα}α∈4
of primal submodules of M with N ⊆
⋃
α∈4 Pα, N ⊆ Pβ for some β ∈ 4.
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(ii) N is said to be primal finitely compactly packed (PLFCP) if for each
family {Pα}α∈4 of primal submodules of M with N ⊆
⋃
α∈4 Pα, there exist
α1, α2, . . . , αn in 4 such that N ⊆
⋃n
i=1 Pαi .
(iii) A module M is called PLCP (resp. PLFCP) if every proper submodule of
M is PLCP (resp. PLFCP ).
Evidently, a module M is PLCP if and only if M is PLFCP and PLWCP .
The next example shows that a PLWCP module need not be PLFCP .
Example 3.3.2. Let R be the set of all sequences (an) of elements of Z2, such that
for some n0, depending on the sequence, an = ano for all n ≥ n0. If we define
operations on R by (an) + (bn) = (an + bn) and (an)(bn) = (anbn), then R is a
Boolean ring. For each k > 0, let Pk = {(an) ∈ R | ak = 0}, and let P0 = {(an) ∈
R | for some n0, depending on the sequence, an = 0 for all n ≥ n0}. It is easily
checked that Pk
,s (k ≥ 0) are prime ideals of R. By Corollary 1.4.14, An ideal of R
is primal if and only if it is prime. Hence R is PLWCP (Theorem 2.1.12). Since
P0 ⊆ P1 ∪ P2 ∪ . . . , and P0 * Pk for all k > 0, then R is not PLCP . Finally, R is
not PLFCP , for if R were PLFCP , then R is PLCP (as R is PLWCP ) which is
a contradiction.
Since every primary submodule is primal, then we have the following proposition:
Proposition 3.3.3. Every PLFCP (resp. PLCP ) module is PFCP (resp. PCP).
primal, uniformly primal, irreducible, completely irreducible submodules meets
in the following theorem:
Theorem 3.3.4. Let N be a submodule of an R−module M . The following state-
ments are equivalent:
1. N is PLCP .
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2. If {Nα}α∈4 is a family of irreducible submodules of M and N ⊆
⋃
α∈4Nα,
then N ⊆ Nβ for some β ∈ 4.
3. If {Nα}α∈4 is a family of uniformly primal submodules of M and N ⊆⋃
α∈4Nα, then N ⊆ Nβ for some β ∈ 4.
4. If {Nα}α∈4 is a family of completely irreducible submodules of M and N ⊆⋃
α∈4Nα, then N ⊆ Nβ for some β ∈ 4.
5. N is cyclic.
6. If {Nα}α∈4 is a family of submodules of M and N ⊆
⋃
α∈4Nα, then N ⊆ Nβ
for some β ∈ 4.
Proof. Since every irreducible submodule is primal, and every completely irreducible
submodule is irreducible, then we have (1→ 2→ 4).
Since every uniformly primal submodule is primal, and every completely irreducible
submodule is uniformly primal, then we have (1→ 3→ 4).
(4 → 5) It is clear that Ra ⊆ N for each a ∈ N. Suppose that N * Ra for each
a ∈ N. Then by Corollary 3.1.2, for each a ∈ N there exists a completely irreducible






(5 → 6) Let {Nα}α∈4 be a family of submodules of M such that N ⊆
⋃
α∈4Nα
by (5) there exists a ∈ N such that N = Ra. then a ∈
⋃
α∈4Nα and hence a ∈ Nβ
for some β ∈ 4, so that Ra ⊆ Nβ and hence N ⊆ Nβ .
(6→ 1) is clear.
The following corollary follows immediately from Theorem 3.3.4.
Corollary 3.3.5. Let M be an R−module. Then M is PLCP if and only if every
proper submodule of M is cyclic.
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Theorem 3.3.6. If M is a PLCP module which has at least one maximal submod-
ule, then M satisfies the (ACC) on submodules.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2.14.
Theorem 3.3.7. If M is a PLFCP which has at least one maximal submodule,
then M satisfies the (ACC) on primal submodules.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2.16.
In the following theorem we get a partial converse to Theorem 3.3.6.
Theorem 3.3.8. Let M be a Bezout R−module. If M satisfies the (ACC) on
submodules, then M is PLCP .
Proof. Let N be a prober submodule of M . By Theorem 1.1.28. N is finitely
generated submodule and hence it’s cyclic, since M is Bezout module. By Corollary
3.3.5, M is PLCP .
Proposition 3.3.3, says every PLCP module is PCP. We investigate when the
converse is true.
Firstly, if we combine Theorem 2.4.17 and Corollary 3.3.5, we obtain: a PCP module
with primary decomposition is PLCP .
In order to create another module which is PCP if and only if it is PLCP , we
need the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3.9. [2] Let R be a Noetherian ring and M an R−module. Then every
irreducible submodule of M is primary.
Theorem 3.3.10. Let R be a Noetherian ring and M an R−module. If M is PCP,
then M is PLCP .
Proof. By Lemma 3.3.9, every irreducible submodule of M is primary. Hence if M
is PCP, then M satisfies the statement 2 of Theorem 3.3.4 for all proper submodules
N of M , which is equivalent to M is PLCP .
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Corollary 3.3.11. Let R be a Noetherian ring and M an R−module. Then M is
PCP if and only if every proper submodule of M is cyclic.
Theorem 3.3.12. Let M be a PCP module which has at least one maximal sub-
module. Then M is PLCP if and only if M satisfies the (ACC) on submodules.
Proof. See Theorem 3.3.6 and Corollary 2.4.18.
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Conclusion
In this thesis, we introduced the concept of primal compactly packed modules, and
we found a characterization for this concept (Corollary 3.3.5). It would be interest-
ing to create a characterization for the concept of primal finitely compactly packed
modules.
Example 2.3.5, shows that a compactly packed module need not be primary com-
pactly packed. We proved that in the Noetherian case a PCP module is a PLCP mod-
ule.
Is a PCP module a PLCP ? Also, a counter example is still not available.
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